Looking for last minute gift ideas? Check out Toys“R”Us Canada’s back-pocket
mini-guide for procrastinators
Good news for procrastinators. There are toys that will help you to hide your identity as a
procrastinator, impress your friends and family and won’t break the bank.
Nobody should spend the holiday season embassared about giving a lousy gift or worried about
the entire gifting process itself.
1. Jenga

For friends and family of all ages, the classic game offers family fun that never goes out of style.
From building the wooden tower to the inevitable fall, the game offers hours and hours of
endless fun.
2. LEGO Harry Potter Hogwarts Express

Part traditional LEGO, part collectible, this gift is equipped with a table, figurines and even a
candy cart. Kids of all ages will be able to re-enact the iconic scene from the first scenes of this
classic movie franchise.
3. UNO

Tres! Dos! UNO! Get ready for hours of blocking, skipping and reversing turns with the classic
UNO card game. Easy to learn and extremely fun to play, families can expect fast fun that will
keep the excitement going. This is a great last-minute gift heading into any family function.
Toys"R"Us Canada also offers an anniversary edition of UNO featuring Geoffrey the Giraffe.
4. Trouble Disney Frozen Olaf's Ice Adventure Game

Hoo-hoo! Big summer blowout! Didn’t get enough of Olaf? A Frozen twist on the classic Trouble
game, Olaf’s Ice Adventure Game comes with the pop-o-matic. Just like the movie, the
characters interact with heat and change. With four Olaf ice cube molds, the Trouble Disney
Frozen Olaf’s Ice Adventure game is the perfect choice for any fan.
5. Hasbro’s holiday assortment

Want a quick stocking stuffer? Hasbro’s holiday assortment is a christmas-themed remix of a
number of classic games. It’s sure to add some holiday-themed cheer to your next family
gathering.

Don’t let procrastination keep you out of the season of giving and putting a smile on someone’s
face.
The holidays is a season for family and friends to spend time in play and exchanging each
other’s full ‘presence’ – the greatest gift of all.
All toys are available at Toys”R”Us Canada.

